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Press Release 

　GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku is pleased to present the fifth solo exhibition of Hideyuki Nagasawa titled ALL HUMAN FIGURES THAT APPEAR IN PAINTINGS ARE GHOSTS from November 

8th through 29th. The title of this exhibition comes from his idea of paintings that the structure of the painting is similar to the border between reality and the world after death. In this 

exhibition, the artist shows the new development of his paintings　with the soft and bleary expressions.

　Nagasawa has consistently challenged the possibility of painting and develop his thoughts through the pictorial expression. Attempting the approach without “Pure Visionary,” he also has 

explored and presented the new painting at all times.

   In the beginning of the paintings that Nagasawa has used dots since 2000, they were abstract expression that he challenged to the limit of depth and flat surface on painting. In the series 

of “Membranes,” he shifted his theme from the challenge of the limit on the painting to answering the primary question of painting that creates depth on the two dimensional surface.

　Covering the images of old masterpieces with his dots, Nagasawa tried to appear a new image on his painting in the last solo exhibition at this gallery. Through the process that painted a 

part of the masterpieces on canvases and then indented dots, Nagasawa succeeded to make the famous paintings into nothing and to produce his own new paintings.

　The latest works of Nagasawa are the borders between the worlds before and after the life as if he invites the ghosts into his works and seals them off by his dots paintings.  

Nagasawa attempt to bring up the visual sense and the perception as issues, connect them to memories, and lead the viewers to the possibility of painting included in interpretation and 

misunderstanding. Like this, the painterly challenge of Nagasawa has never stopped. 

　Hideyuki Nagasawa was born in 1947 in Saitama, Japan and graduated from Musashino Art University in 1972. After working at film production, Nagasawa started his career as an artist 

in 1979. He has been active in new theme and techniques and constantly has showed at the gallery. The works of Nagasawa are in the collection of museums: The National Museum of 

Modern Art, Tokyo, SEZON MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, OHARA MUSEUM OF ART, Kawagoe City Art Museum and so many other museums. 

　He has been passionate about the development of young artists at Musashino Art University. Recently, he　organized an exhibition themed Godzilla collaborating with the students at 

Kawagoe City Museum. This exhibition suggested the problems of nuclear energy and the lack of imagination in the society received positive reviews and succeeded to re-exhibit at Maruki 

Art Museum as tiled Daigo Fukuryu Maru Godzilla 1954 → 2014 through November.
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Artist Comments

　All human figures that appear in paintings are ghosts. They are images of the dead.

　Why is it that paintings invite such spirits? Why is it that the deceased appear within the picture frame? 

　In Mugen Noh (fantasy Noh), the dead appear on stage as they cross the hashigakari *1. Needless to say, the hashigakari lies on the border between reality and the 

spirit world, but the structure of paintings also takes on a similar significance.

　A wooden frame and canvas… The white ground of the prepared surface occupies the borderline between ensuing reality, but no one can know what lies beyond it on 

the other side of the canvas. It has a similar existence, so to speak, as the agemaku*2 at the beginning of the hashigakari, waiting in anticipation of the spirits of the dead.

　At the same time, the person painting the picture inhabits a layer of film stretched between the canvas and this world. It is when this layer is jolted, that is to say when 

the surface of the canvas undulates at the touch of the paintbrush, that ghosts emerge. It is only the faintest pulsation, and nothing comparable to the chanting voices in 

Noh, but it is undoubtedly this first “utterance” that invokes the spirits. When this happens, for a short instant there is a sense that the real world and that of the spirits 

appear connected, yet this is nothing more than an illusion.

　In the world of painting there is no stage, only a bridge. Seemingly visible at first glance, this “stage” or “illusion” always attaches itself to painting but does not in fact 

exist. It is a figment of the imagination.

　What is important here is that of “invitation”. The hashigakari is nothing more than a place where spirits are summoned. As with early photography, and now more 

difficult to achieve with modern photography, it is as if something rises to the surface together with the passing of time. That is the mechanism at play here, and it occurs 

as time with the compression of time.

   In early photography, it wasn’t possible to reproduce the visible subject instantaneously as it is today, and by the same token paintings also cannot be completed in an 

instant. That which becomes the photographic subject, or that which becomes the object of the painting must remain still. This duration of time is indispensable in order 

for ghosts to appear, and their appearance is nothing more than the result of time condensed, or rather the result of their shifting through time. Their forms not only shift 

at the instance of death, but are in a perpetual state of motion. In making them visible in a spatial plain, they occupy the place of the hashigakari. It takes time to summon 

the spirits. 

   And so, after all it is not a stage that I want to see. I am not seeking the emergence of dramatic events as in Greek tragedy, brought about through the chorus. What I am 

hoping for is the modest desire of a medium, not that of an audience waiting in anticipation for the drama. 

   As a mark of my intention, I imprint my presence on the surface, dot after dot. As I imprint my existence inside this layer of film, I direct the painting towards its end.

 

Notes

*1  A bridge-like passageway connecting the back of the theater with the main stage.

*2  The entrance curtain between the back of the theater and the hashigakari.
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